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The ‘NEW ON’ series supports young writers’ diverse and innovative attempts with colourful, modern 
illustrations. Meet the striking stories from writers who will shape the future of children’s literature.   
  
 
<Who’s Voice>  

This collection comprises three short stories that imaginatively address contemporary children’s 

concerns, such as verbal violence, friendship, and dating, by blending fantasy elements with realistic 

settings.  

 

 1) Who’s Voice  

It unveils the reality of language use and verbal abuse problems faced by children through an artificial 

intelligence chat application that precisely mirrors their speech.   

Jae-hui downloads an AI app called ‘Who’s voice’, which simulates conversations akin to real-life 

interactions with a friend. One day, he realises that ‘Who’s voice’ is using offensive language towards 

him – mocking, disregarding, and agitating him. Despite attempting to delete it, his efforts prove futile. 

Jae-hui put it away in a drawer, leading him to uncover the app’s secret. This thought-provoking story 

conveys a message about the power of language.  
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2) Cat’s Letter  

One day, In-woo received an letter from a whild cat whom he named ‘Louis’, with graceful white fur. 

Following ‘Louise’ at midnight, he is invited to the wild cat’s world, a realm accessible only to those who 

truly take good care of cats. Thanks to the midnight magic, In-woo is able to transform to a silver cat, 

an experience he thoroughly enjoys. With immense satisfaction, he would like to invite his friend, but is 

it truly possible?  

 

 

3) The Wish Architect from the Moon  

“I wished for Se-mi to be my girlfriend.”, Dong-chan wished upon at midnight. Suddenly, a purple-

skinned girl visits his room. The alien, named Moony, provides a ‘wish design document’ that should be 

written as clearly and concretely as possible. Will the wish design document work for Dong-chan’s wish 

in real life?  

 


